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Introduction to the Voter Guide 

Church Voter Guides is an independent 501(c)(3)  faith-based nonprofit organization. We serve the public by providing objective 
research and education on matters specifically of interest to Christians, primarily through the production and distribution of 501
(c)(3)-compliant, nonpartisan voter guides. 

Church Voter Guides does not endorse or oppose any candidates for public office or any political party. 

Church Voter Guides, a Chattanooga nonprofit, initially started in Colorado Springs in April of 2021. This new Voter Guide for the 
2022 Republican Primary is being distributed electronically only, both through our interactive website and by downloadable and 
printable PDF files. We have produced one Voter Guide for each seat that is: (1) conducting an election this year, and (2) for 
which at least one candidate in that election answered our Questionnaire. Our Voter Guides are being promoted through a wide
-ranging network of area churches, faith-based non-profit organizations, mainstream and social media, and other means. 

The purpose of our Voter Guides is to educate and inform voters of each candidate’s positions on a variety of policy issues that 
they are likely to address if elected. As a Voter Guide designed to be distributed through Churches, we ask the candidates 
questions on topics that are of utmost interest to the Christian voter. 

 

How to Get the Most Benefit from this Voter Guide 

 

The core information in this Voter Guide comes directly from the County Primary Elections  candidates themselves.    We asked 
them questions, they answered (with a 120 word limit), and we have published their responses here. In order to understand and 
and utilize this information to the fullest, so that you may vote in the most informed way, we suggest the following: 

1. Pray and ask the Almighty for discernment. The Kingdom of God is all about truth, while politics is a system 
fraught with compromise. Make sure you consider the candidates’ answers with a Heavenly mindset. 

2. Ask yourself, “Did the candidate actually answer the question, or rather side-step it, or give a fluff, wishy-washy, 
and/or ‘political’ type answer that leaves you not really knowing where he/she truly stands on the issue?” 

3. Learn more about the candidates running for County Commission Dist. 10 including their positions on issues we did 
not cover in our questionnaire, by visiting their official campaign websites (if they have one.) The website URL for 
each candidate is listed in the Voter Guide. 

4. Educate yourself more about the Christian/Biblical perspective regarding many of the subjects covered in our 
Voter Guide by reading topical articles on our website: www.VoteChattanooga.org  

5. Use search engines to find additional information about each candidate, including written articles and videos, other 
voter guides, and even voting records for those who have served in public office before. You may even want to 
watch online recordings of  the local County Commission Dist. 10 meetings to see how incumbents conduct 
themselves and vote. 

6. Reach out to the candidates themselves through the provided email addresses and other means, in order to ask 
them questions of personal importance to you. Please make sure to show great respect toward each candidate 
and his/her time, especially to those with whom you disagree. Running for office is hard, stressful, time-
consuming work, and these are your fellow citizens who have lives, families, jobs…and feelings (just like you!) 
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 What makes a Voter Guide 501 (c)(3) - Compliant and Nonpartisan? 

Federal tax law permits nonprofit 501(c)(3)  organizations to develop and distribute materials about political 
candidates’ positions on issues, in order to educate voters impartially and on a nonpartisan basis; meaning that it 
is free from party affiliation, bias, or designation. The IRS states that 501 (c)(3)  organizations may conduct any 
range of activities to promote voter participation and educate voters so long as it is nonpartisan. But, 501(c)(3) 
organizations are explicitly prohibited from supporting or opposing candidates for public office.  

 

Some of the activities 501(c)(3) nonprofits MAY perform: Conduct or promote voter registration; educate voters 
on the voting process; distribute nonpartisan sample ballots, candidate questionnaires, and voter guides; 
organize “get-out-the-vote” activities; encourage and help people to vote; educate the candidates on issues 
important to their organization; and continue to do issue advocacy during an election.  

 

So, first and foremost: Church Voter Guides does NOT endorse or oppose any candidates for public office or 
any political party. 

 

Second, all of our staff and volunteers are required to act in a nonpartisan manner when working for or 
representing the organization and the creation of the Voter Guide.  

 

Third, we do not edit, revise, or editorialize candidate responses to our Questionnaire. We do not even correct 
typos. Candidate answers are published verbatim, ensuring that their responses accurately represent their 
positions and perspectives on these issues. We then simply share this information through the Voter Guide, and 
you decide whom you believe to be the best candidate.  

 

To be fair and impartial, we reached out by email, text, and phone when determined necessary, to all registered 
candidates running for County Commission Dist. 10 throughout Hamilton County for their 2022 elections, inviting 
them to answer our questionnaire. Candidate information is presented in alphabetical order by last name.  If a 
Candidate did not respond at all, or did not choose to participate, or did not choose to respond to certain 
answers in the questionnaire, then it is noted where applicable. If there were not enough candidates running, 
then we did not produce a Voter Guide for that seat.  

 

                                                                                                                           ____________________________________ 
 

    Join Our Growing Grassroots Coalition of Citizens, Churches/Nonprofit Organizations, 

and Media Partners Committed to Promoting the Voter Guide throughout Our Region 
 

Let’s get the word out! 

It’s simple. Just share our website URL all around the Hamilton County region: 

     www.VoteChattanooga.org 

Tell your friends and neighbors, post on social media, and ask your Pastors to promote it to your               
congregation (we’ll even provide you /them with the announcement info and the slide deck.) 

 

Please contact us for any reason, we’d love to collaborate with you: Info@VoteChattanooga.org 

The “Small Print”: The information contained in this document is being provided for informational purposes only. It was obtained directly 

from candidates and other sources, and we have done our best to convey it to you accurately, but nothing herein has been “fact 

checked”. Utilize this Voter Guide at your own discretion. We take no responsibility for the factual nature of the content, or for publ ishing 

errors, etc. To the best of our knowledge, this Voter Guide is 501(c)(3)-compliant and officially nonpartisan, and thereby it does not 

support or oppose any candidate 
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County Commission | Survey Question Index 

1) County Commission's Purpose: What do you view as the purpose and role of the 

Hamilton County Commission? 

2) Candidate's Focus/Expertise/Initiatives: What are your areas of special focus and/

or expertise and what initiatives would you undertake as a Hamilton County 

Commissioner? 

3) Moral Values: Should governmental laws, ordinances, regulations, etc. follow the 

moral principles of the Ten Commandments? Why or why not? 

4) Budget: What would be your top three spending, savings, and economic 

development priorities? 

5) Covid Recovery: Has the COVID situation created  problems that the Commission 

can mitigate, specifically regarding businesses, schools, healthcare systems, and 

other vital services? 

6) Life Value: Planned Parenthood is trying to reestablish itself in Hamilton County. 

What is your view of this organization? In the past they received county funding, is 

this appropriate of allocation of county funds? Why or why not? 

7) Election Process: If it is shown that the county’s voting machines have been/can be 

compromised, what actions would you take to purify the ballot box as stated in the 

Tennessee Constitution pursuant to Article IV, Section 1, Para. 2? 

8) Protecting Life: What legal means, if any, would you support to protect the most 

vulnerable in our county, including the lives of the unborn, the trafficked, the poor, 

and the elderly? 

9) Business/Jobs: How should the commission handle development of housing, zoning 

and infrastructure in northern Hamilton County? 

10) Homelessness/Vagrancy: How can the Commission address any increase in the 

homeless/vagrant population in our county in ways that best serve all Hamilton 

County residents? 

11) Constitutional Liberties: As a Commissioner, what measures will you champion to 

protect the individual Constitutional liberties of all Hamilton County residents, such 

as freedom of speech, peaceable assembly and exercise of religion? 
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Hamilton County 2022 Republican Primary Elections Voter Guide  

(In alphabetical order) 

DEAN MOORHOUSE 

County Commission Dist. 10 

JEFF EVERSOLE 
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JEFF EVERSOLE 

Candidate Information 

 

 

1)  County Commission's Purpose: What do you view as the purpose and role of the Hamilton County 

Commission? 

• Approve zoning changes for Hamilton County  

• Appoint local Judicial, local elected positions when the elected cycle of a candidate cannot be completed  

• Approve and mange to the Hamilton County budget  

• Represent their District Constituents AND the Hamilton County citizens  

 

Email Address: j.eversole@gmx.com 

Occupation/Vocation: Business Management 

Resident of Hamilton County: 26 

Campaign Website: https://www.voteJeffEversole.com 

Hamilton County 2022 Primary County Commission Elections Voter Guide  |  District # 10  |  Jeff Eversole 
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2) Candidate's Focus/Expertise/Initiatives: What are your areas of special focus and/or expertise and what 

initiatives would you undertake as a Hamilton County Commissioner?  

• Business budgeting, I have experience managing a billion dollar budget  

• Business strategic planning including infrastructure with an outlook of 10/15/25 year vision  

• Business acumen on how to resolve problems for permanent solutions. Moving things forward 

 

3) Moral Values: Should governmental laws, ordinances, regulations, etc. follow the moral principles of the 

Ten Commandments? Why or why not? 

Yes, The 10 Commandments guide us in everyday life ensuring principles and integrity is brought into how we 

act and respond. 

 

4) Budget: What would be your top three spending, savings, and economic development priorities?  

Spending;   

1. Updating our schools to improve the students’ environment, increase teacher salaries to be 

competitive with bordering sates and engage more parents and/or guardians to get involved   

2. Address and fix our streets and aging infrastructure 

3. Support first responders to make our neighborhoods safer     

Saving;   

1. Ensure we don’t allow non-discretionary funds to the commission 

2. Review properties the County owns and their feasibility for future needs. Sell if we don’t need   

3. Ensure I do my part in ensuring your tax dollars are spent wisely and on necessity items. No tax 

increases 

Economic Development priorities; 

1. Addressing zoning inaccuracies. 

2. Address unsafe roads from overdeveloped areas 

3. Ensure our first responders have the equipment needed to address the changing environment of 

growth in District 10 

Hamilton County 2022 Primary County Commission Elections Voter Guide  |  District # 10  |  Jeff Eversole 
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5) Covid Recovery: Has the COVID situation created  problems that the Commission can mitigate, 

specifically regarding businesses, schools, healthcare systems, and other vital services?  

As the community reopens, my responsibility will be to ensure we continue to open freely and the 

government takes a back seat to families getting back together again.  

 

6) Life Value: Planned Parenthood is trying to reestablish itself in Hamilton County. What is your view of 

this organization? In the past they received county funding, is this appropriate of allocation of county 

funds? Why or why not? 

Planned Parenthood will not be allowed to reestablish within our county. I will not approve any penny to the 

county funds to be used for the organization. 

 

7) Election Process: If it is shown that the county’s voting machines have been/can be compromised, what 

actions would you take to purify the ballot box as stated in the Tennessee Constitution pursuant to Article 

IV, Section 1, Para. 2? 

The Commission would not have authority in this instance. I will however, use my influence in government to 

ensure all resources are utilized in the case fraud is proven to ensure the voice of the people are accurately 

accounted for. 

 

8) Protecting Life: What legal means, if any, would you support to protect the most vulnerable in our 

county, including the lives of the unborn, the trafficked, the poor, and the elderly?  

The commission only supports the Constitution of the US, Constitution of Tennessee and Federal/state/local 

laws. My beliefs is to protect the unborn and to use my position to ensure my values reflect my beliefs. 

During budget season, I would ensure the proper organizations are properly funded to support the stop of 

illegal trafficking and the care of the elderly. I would ensure the poor has the means of job placements 

through the County’s new vocational programs and financial assistance needs 

 

9) Business/JobsHow should the commission handle development of housing, zoning and infrastructure in 

northern Hamilton County? 

We need additional zoning to allow for larger parcels of property with minimal housing. The NE Hamilton 

County area needs a R5 (1 house per 5 acres) R3 (1 house for 3 acres) implements to allow road 

infrastructures to catch up. 

Hamilton County 2022 Primary County Commission Elections Voter Guide  |  District # 10  |  Jeff Eversole 
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10) Homelessness/Vagrancy: How can the Commission address any increase in the homeless/vagrant 

population in our county in ways that best serve all Hamilton County residents?  

Funding is the largest step to ensure the homeless/vagrant population is addressed. We are seeing more 

opportunities to support this growing situation in the county daily.  

11) Constitutional Liberties: As a Commissioner, what measures will you champion to protect the 

individual Constitutional liberties of all Hamilton County residents, such as freedom of speech, peaceable 

assembly and exercise of religion? 

I believe in the Constitution of the United States and our God given liberties. As a commissioner I will do 

everything in my power to protect this sacred liberty  
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DEAN MOORHOUSE 

 

Candidate Information 

 

 

1)  County Commission's Purpose: What do you view as the purpose and role of the Hamilton County 

Commission? 

The County Commission is the regulatory, approval and funding body for Hamilton County.  The budget for 

every department in county government is set and approved by the County Commisssion.  Approval for 

bonds for major projects such as new schools and major road improvements are approved by the County 

Commission.  In addition to the budget process, the County Commission formulates and approves 

resolutions, which are the rules that must be followed by all of county government.  All zoning changes for 

residential, commercial, industrial and manufacturing must be approved.  Issues affecting the health and 

safety of the citizens are approved by the County Commission, such as mask mandates. All purchases 

requiring bids are also approved by the County Commission. 

Email Address: electdeanmoorhouse@gmail.com 

Occupation/Vocation: Retired Healthcare Executive 

Resident of Hamilton County: 46 years 

Campaign Website: https://www.deanmoorhouse.com 

Hamilton County 2022 Primary County Commission Elections Voter Guide  |  District # 10  |  Dean Moorhouse 
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2) Candidate's Focus/Expertise/Initiatives: What are your areas of special focus and/or expertise and what 

initiatives would you undertake as a Hamilton County Commissioner?  

As a graduate of UTC's school of business and small business owner, with many years of experience in 

formulating and managing budgets, I will focus on wise spending of the taxpayers dollars.  I will continue to 

stand and protect small landowners rights. With 2/3 of the growth in the last decade occuring in North East 

Hamilton County we must focus on responsibile growth, improvements to our roads, providing adequate 

support to police, fire and first responders and enhanced property tax reduction programs to protect our 

elderly, on fixed income, from rising taxes and inflation. I have a proven track record in District 10 of raising 

over $2 million for the youth, schools, elderly and underserved populations within my district.  

 

3) Moral Values: Should governmental laws, ordinances, regulations, etc. follow the moral principles of the 

Ten Commandments? Why or why not? 

The law of God as given to Moses on Mount Sinai, should set the standard for all governmental laws, 

ordinances, resolutions and regulations. 

 

4) Budget: What would be your top three spending, savings, and economic development priorities?  

My top three spending priorities are road improvements, ensuring the police department, volunteer fire 

departments and first responders are adequately funded for the protection of our citizens.    My top three 

savings initiatives would focus on technology updates to save labor cost, establishing productivity standards 

for government offices, and establishing inventory control measures for government services.     Economic 

development is driven by the availability of a well trained work force and low cost of living. Investment in 

vocational education and pre-kindergarten programs are keys to workforce enhancement along with keeping 

taxes low. 

 

5) Covid Recovery: Has the COVID situation created  problems that the Commission can mitigate, 

specifically regarding businesses, schools, healthcare systems, and other vital services?  

In the interest of keeping property taxes low, I am not in favor of County funded mitigation programs for this 

or similar situations. I believe natural disaster relief money should come from the State and Federal 

Government. The State of Tennessee is offering low interest loan programs for small business owners. My 

last check indicated millions of dollars were unclaimed.  Our schools and healthcare systems are perhaps the 

most impacted.   The school system is receiving from the State, millions to address their needs. The county is 

scheduled to receive from the State around $150 million to address health issues.  Most of the $150 million 

has already been allocated to health department services, sewer system improvements and clean water.  

Hamilton County 2022 Primary County Commission Elections Voter Guide  |  District # 10  |  Dean Moorhouse 
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6) Life Value: Planned Parenthood is trying to reestablish itself in Hamilton County. What is your view of 

this organization? In the past they received county funding, is this appropriate of allocation of county 

funds? Why or why not? 

My view of planned parenthood is very unfavorable.  I will not vote in favor of funding this organization.  I 

have reviewed some of the planned parenthood brochures.  I find them obsence, repulsive and a violation of 

God's law. 

 

7) Election Process: If it is shown that the county’s voting machines have been/can be compromised, what 

actions would you take to purify the ballot box as stated in the Tennessee Constitution pursuant to Article 

IV, Section 1, Para. 2? 

Direct connection of any voting device to the internet has been proven to my satisfaction as an opportunity 

for ballot tampering.  This practice must be stopped.  All ballots, especially absentee ballots must have a 

watermark to verify their authenticity.  Methods of ballot reconcilliation must be in place in the event of 

machine malfunction. 

 

8) Protecting Life: What legal means, if any, would you support to protect the most vulnerable in our 

county, including the lives of the unborn, the trafficked, the poor, and the elderly?  

I am 100% opposed to abortion both spiritually and morally.  The county commission does not make laws but 

I certainly support prosecution to the fullest extent of the law any violations of human trafficing and abuse of 

the elderly. 

 

9) Business/JobsHow should the commission handle development of housing, zoning and infrastructure in 

northern Hamilton County? 

Growth must be responsibile.  An organized comprehensive growth plan must be formulated, adopted and 

followed to protect our existing neighborhoods, steep slopes and waterways. Our area currently does not 

have an updated plan.  More importantly a one size fits all approach to development does not work in every 

set of circumstances.  Consideration must be given to road and school capacity, impact on surrounding 

neighbors property and the over all safety of the citizens.  Development should be consistient with the 

standards within the community.  Too often, developers use the value of the property and homes in the 

neighborhood with large lot sizes to improve the appraisal of high density small lot size homes.  
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10) Homelessness/Vagrancy: How can the Commission address any increase in the homeless/vagrant 

population in our county in ways that best serve all Hamilton County residents?  

According to one reference, in 2021 over 1200 individuals are homeless in our area, with over 350 individuals 

in Hamilton County. Unfortunately many of those are our veterans. Homelessness is often the product of 

drug or alcohol addiction and mental illness but this is not always the case.  Support services for addiction 

and mental illness are available downtown but often are not available in the outlying areas.  I would support 

public/private partnerships for the treatment and rehabilitation centers in outlying areas. With real estate 

prices soaring, affordable housing is the next step for those who become employed and homeless.  

 

11) Constitutional Liberties: As a Commissioner, what measures will you champion to protect the 

individual Constitutional liberties of all Hamilton County residents, such as freedom of speech, peaceable 

assembly and exercise of religion? 

Our Constitution guarantees the right to excercise freedom of speach, peacefull assembly and freedom of 

religion.  I will oppose any resoulution that would violate these inalienable rights. 
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